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Abstract—As the number of distributed energy resources
(DERs) continue to increase across energy-delivery systems, there
remains a need for integrating their capabilities into traditional
grid operations. In this paper a blockchain-based solution is
proposed to facilitate FERC’s Order No. 2222 implementations.
The presented use-case enables small-scale DERs to participate
in wholesale market operations through DER aggregators, while
also enabling local distribution system operators to enforce
distribution system constraints in a secure and traceable manner.
The presented use case is built around the Unified Testing
Platform (UTP) being developed as a part of the Blockchain for
Optimized Security and Energy Management (BLOSEM) project.
This is a multi-lab effort intended to simplify the deployment of
blockchain-powered grid solutions by enabling the integration of
simulation tools, and blockchain technologies through the use of
system-agnostic interfaces that provide a modular, interoperable,
and reusable connectivity layer.

Index Terms—Blockchain-Grid Co-simulation, Blockchain In-
teroperability, DER Integration, FERC Order No. 2222.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grid modernization and the global transition towards clean
energy and distributed energy resources (DER) is an important
driver towards grid democratization and decentralization. In
addition, ecosystems that enable disparate entities to interact
regardless of their size or nature must be developed, such
ecosystems could benefit from attributes like (a) a scalable,
and interoperable solution that enables participants to interact
in a secure and predictable manner, (b) a set of well defined
processes and roles that capture the business needs, and (c) a
fair and equitable system that satisfies cybersecurity, resiliency
and accountability requirements.

Stakeholders have proactively set forth their vision for
the future grid ecosystem. For instance, Southern California
Edison (SCE) anticipates a significant evolution of the grid
driven by carbon-free electricity production, and the electrifi-
cation of devices [1]. Similarly, in [2] the authors articulate a
roadmap supported by engineering processes that are intended
to guide the future inclusion of renewables by increasing utility
and customer involvement. The realization of such road-maps
requires development of new technologies that can fulfill the
aforementioned prerequisites. Under this context, researchers
have been investigating and experimenting with the Distributed
Ledger Technologies (DLT) to satisfy future grid needs. DLT
is a distributed computing/networking technology that can be
used as a trust anchor in a multi-ownership ecosystem (where
multiple actors may have competing interests).

Software-based simulation tools can reduce the amount of
resources needed to accurately evaluate certain DLT features

when compared to physical deployments. Furthermore, by
using digital tools, existent grid simulators (e.g, GridLAB-
D [3], OpenDSS [4]) can be used as starting points from the
grid perspective. In addition, tools such as Hierarchical Engine
for Large-scale Infrastructure Co-Simulation (HELICS) can
further facilitate the information exchange between grid and
decision-making systems [5].

To address the aforementioned blockchain-based energy-
related research challenges, five national laboratories in sup-
port with the U.S. Department of Energy have been designing
BLOSEM Unified Testing Platform UTP [6]. The BLOSEM
UTP is meant to serve as a blockchain-based deployment and
testing environment that can accelerate grid-based application
development. In this paper, a use-case intended to support
FERC’s order no. 2222 has been developed to demonstrate
and highlight the features of UTP. In the proposed use case,
HELICS-based software federates connect to a blockchain
instance using a series of system-agnostic tools that ab-
stract and simplify the tasks associated with implementing
blockchain-based grid applications. The novel contributions of
the presented work are as follows:
• Assembled a HELICS-based co-simulation ecosystem where

agents can directly interact with a blockchain solution.
• Demonstrated the capabilities of the UTP platform and

the aforementioned ecosystem by implementing an energy
market architecture designed to support FERC’s order 2222.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II starts
by presenting the BLOSEM project and the UTP, Section III
presents the use case from a technical viewpoint, while section
IV and V present the implementation and results. Finally,
section VI presents our conclusions and future work ideas.

II. ARCHITECTURE
A. BLOSEM Overview

A key challenge regarding the development and maturation
of blockchain technologies within the energy sector is the
lack of robust, independent testing opportunities to validate
performance of concepts under investigation. The BLOSEM
project seeks to address this challenge through the creation
of a modular and reconfigurable testing environment. Said
environment, (UTP) has the ability to simulate a wide variety
of real-world use case scenarios such that the performance of
prospective blockchain-based concepts may be evaluated.

BLOSEM is sponsored by the U.S. DOE’s Grid Mod-
ernization Initiative (GMI). This multi-laboratory effort is
led by National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) and
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has Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Ames Laboratory, and
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory as team members. The
initial build-out of the BLOSEM UTP core infrastructure is
currently in progress. Once completed, it will constitute a first-
of-its-kind testing environment that will allow for higher-TRL
(TRL 4-6) validation of blockchain prototype systems and help
facilitate an accelerated pipeline of viable solutions to industry.

B. UTP-provided services

The goal of the UTP is to enable rapid connections of
blockchain solutions to grid emulation environments; there-
fore, accelerating the evaluation of blockchain solutions in grid
applications. To leverage existing laboratory and co-simulation
environments for end-to-end grid emulation, the UTP core
services are designed to decouple the dependencies of these
environments and the technicalities of blockchain architec-
tures, thereby promoting interoperability and reusability. To
ensure future extensibility of BLOSEM into new use cases (or
grid configurations), the UTP core services abstract the flow
of data and commands between blockchain and grid emulation
environments in a system agnostic manner.

To achieve these goals, the UTP core services has five func-
tional responsibilities: 1) connectivity, 2) control & data flow,
3) time synchronization & management, 4) testing infrastruc-
ture, and 5) system automation & data orchestration. Connec-
tivity services provide communication interfaces for incoming
and outgoing requests and events for the grid emulation
components. Control and data flow services enable the flow of
information between environments and extends the interfaces
to processing and routing from source to destination. Time
synchronization and management enables the coordination of
time within asynchronous, concurrent environments sharing
data and coordinating operations. Testing infrastructure en-
ables the evaluation of blockchain solutions by providing
mechanisms for hosting experimental applications, performing
logging, and metric-based evaluations. System automation and
data orchestration enables rapid configurability and automation
for defining resources and communication connections.

Through these services, UTP core has the potential to reduce
development time of new blockchain-based grid solutions.
Thereby expediting the evaluation and risk identification of
potential blockchain solutions while providing access to a
mixture of real world hardware and grid emulators.

C. Blockchain services

The goal of blockchain services within BLOSEM is to
enable demonstration and maturation of the UTP core services
as well as the ability to measure the performance of a
blockchain solution for a given use case. The IBM cloud
managed blockchain service [7] is utilized to deploy differ-
ent configurations of Hyperledger® Fabric [8]. Hyperledger
Fabric is a permissioned blockchain that enables multiple
data sharing paradigms between organizations (via channels &
memberships). This flexibility enables the BLOSEM use cases
to model scenarios with differing visibility levels to ledger

information between collaborating & competing stakeholders.
Additionally, the Fabric module provides mechanisms to gen-
erate events and request metrics from the deployed network.

Similar to the UTP core services, a web-based API provides
access points that enable external applications to publish and
query requests to a given smart contract. These gateway access
points act as reusable endpoints that can be applicable to
a wide variety of blockchain-based applications (and imple-
mentations). In the current solution, each source of a request
is translated to a Fabric identity to provide access control
and authorization to execute a smart contract. Therefore, the
API is responsible for mapping invocation keys (credentials)
to agent identities. Hyperledger Fabric provides a complete
solution for providing immutability and consensus using a net-
work of peer nodes, orderers, and certificate authority entities
operating over a channel-based architecture (more details in
Fig. 4). Each use case configures its channels, deploys smart
contracts, and specifies endorsement requirements from peers
within participant organizations. Virtual infrastructure hosts
support applications that can listen for and process events
from smart contracts to propagate blockchain requests to the
grid emulation components. Finally, for testing & evaluation,
logging services and Fabric specific interfaces are utilized to
capture application and blockchain-level logs. In summary,
these services, provide mechanisms for interfacing custom
blockchain solutions to the UTP, thereby helping to decouple
the three main components (Blockchain, UTP, and grid).

III. DER USE-CASE DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

The DER control and coordination use-case presented in
this work focuses on enabling the integration of DERs to
wholesale markets via aggregators while enabling generation
output management, ensuring secure and reliable distribution-
level operations. The use case has been designed to satisfy
FERC Order 2222 [9] which mandates that independent sys-
tem operators (ISO) integrate DER-Aggregators (DERA) as a
new category of market participants on behalf of the DERs.
The use case aims to address challenges that are expected to
arise during implementation of this order such as:
• Providing secure registration and capability qualification of

DER resources.
• Avoiding duplicate bids from DERs (when participating in

different markets) preventing double counting.
• Enabling reliable system operation, by validating bids in

terms of physical constrains (e.g., line overloads, voltage
excursions, etc.), while ensuring equal competitiveness.

A secure and reliable integration of DERs to wholesale
markets requires coordination among the different entities
such as DERs, DERAs, DSO and ISO (as shown in Fig. 1).
These actors are implemented as agents and their operational
functionalities are discussed in the following subsections.

B. Market-side components

1) DER Agent: The DER agents (e.g software-based actors)
are responsible for coordinating bids with the DERA at
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of the DER coordination use-case.

every market cycle. The agent estimates the DER’s consump-
tion/generation, Qbid

DER(t), for the market interval t based on
current, self-determined operating conditions and formulates
its price-responsiveness (bids) based on forecasted prices (day-
1) (P bid

DER(t)). The prices are adjusted with a factor (RF ) to
incorporate the owner’s preference for risk (see (1)). The agent
communicates their bids to the registered DERA along with
the device IDs, at every market cycle and adjusts its operation
based on the cleared allocation.

P bid
DER(t) = P forecast

DER (t) ∗ (1 +RF/100)

DERbid =
{〈

Qbid
DER(t), P

bid
DER(t)

〉
,
〈
Qbid

DER(t), P
cap

〉} (1)

2) Aggregator (DERA) Agent: The DERA agent receives
and validates bids (e.g. DER registration, quantities). The
agent then communicates assembled bids (per-DER IDs and
quantities) to the distribution system operator (DSO) to as-
sert the operational feasibility using blockchain. Blockchain
provides a neutral trust anchor while enhancing the system’s
overall transparency. The feasible bids, returned by DSO, are
aggregated and sent to the ISO for clearing. During dispatch,
the DERA agent determines the DER allocations based on the
cleared price and returns them to corresponding DER agents.

3) DSO: The DSO agent design focuses on addressing the
operational concerns as distribution-side DERs participate in
wholesale markets. This agent computes the node voltages
based on the proposed bid allocation for a given market cycle.
This is achieved through a network simulator model (via
GridLAB-D [3]) that simulates the current time-step based on
a DSO-scale model. In the event of a voltage violation, the
agent proportionally modifies all DER bids until the system
voltages are within permissible limits ({0.95, 1.05}). Once
the operational feasibility is verified, the updated DER bids
are send to the DERA through the blockchain. Although, the
current design only evaluates the bids for voltage violations,
it can be easily extended to incorporate other concerns.

4) ISO: The ISO model is relatively simple where all bid
offers are cleared (sample clearing shown in Fig. 6) and the
cleared price is communicated to the DERAs for dispatch.

C. Blockchain role

Within the use case, the blockchain deployment is used to
enhance the bid data immutability properties. It relies on three
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Fig. 2. UTP-focused service overview, as used in the DER use case,
highlighting the intrinsic services provided by BLOSEM.

main components to achieve this task. 1) An off-chain data
mechanism that stores data in its raw form; 2) An on-chain,
checksum-based system that maintains a digital fingerprint of
the off-chain data; and 3) A smart contract that enforces basic
security constraints, synchronizes and validates the on-chain
and off-chain contents.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

From an implementation perspective the use case is divided
into three main components which are briefly discussed here.

A. UTP-based components

At the time of writing, the DER use case is still in its
infancy and continues to evolve, as such, not all services and
standardized interfaces provided by the BLOSEM project are
utilized. A simplified overview of individual services (see Fig.
2), as leveraged by the DER use-case are defined below:
• BC services: In its current iteration the blockchain com-

ponents are being hosted within a docker-based solution
running within an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic
Computing (EC2) instance. The EC2-instance itself is con-
tained within a dedicated, AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
environment. Future iterations will integrate IBM’s cloud
managed blockchain services.

• Storage services: UTP provides service points that abstract
the AWS-hosted data from the use case. However, at the
current-iteration the use case still relies on a traditional
point-to-point connectivity model to transfer bid data to
AWS’ Relational Database Service (RDS). Migration to a
UTP service interface is ongoing and will enable integrated
logging and storage of grid measurements.

• Control and data flow services: By exposing API entry-
points and leveraging serverless services such as Lambda,
Elastic Load Balancing (ELB), custom storage agents; UTP
provides mechanisms that enable control and data flow
management. These services are transparently used by the
grid participants to communicate with the blockchain and
storage components in a system agnostic manner (clients of
the UTP platform are on the right of Fig. 2).

• Logging and Monitoring services: This internal UTP com-
ponent transparently extracts and monitors data exchanges
across the entire system. Among other functionalities, it can
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Fig. 3. Timing & data exchange between grid entities and blockchain.

extract logs from blockchain peers and AWS ELB points by
levering Splunk-based modules or AWS hosted functions
(known as Lambdas). Thus enabling the end-user to gather
and analyze low-level information to validate the use case.

B. Co-Simulation Framework

From the grid perspective, a co-simulation framework was
developed based on HELICS [5]. HELICS facilitates the infor-
mation exchange process among DERs-DERAs and DERAs-
ISO while offering time-synchronized operations. Fig. 3 il-
lustrates the operational timing and data exchange between
grid entities and blockchain for a market cycle (at 15 minute
intervals). Individual components are discussed below.

1) Distribution Network: The DERs and the physical dis-
tribution network are realized through GridLAB-D [3]. The
distribution power flow is computed every minute to emulate
the operation of the physical network.

2) Participating agents:
• DER agent - Python-based DER agents communicate self-

generated bids to the DERA through HELICS every 15
minutes. Once allocations are received from the DERA, the
agents commit to their operational set points.

• DERA agent - A Python-based DERA agent is designed
to interact with the DSO through blockchain. The agent
also communicates the validated bids to the ISO and sends
market allocations to associated DERs through HELICS.

• DSO - A Python-based DSO agent uses GridLAB-D as
the power flow engine to ensure operational feasibility.
The DSO agent communicates with the DERA through
blockchain via the UTP API (BC-GW in Fig. 3).

• ISO - ISO is implemented as a self-contained python agent
that communicates with the DERAs through HELICS.

C. Blockchain-based components

Figure 4 provides an overview of participants (i.e., peers)
and components involved in blockchain operations. From the
bottom up, the diagram illustrates the transactions that are
initiated by the HELICs-based agents, until the requests reach
the blockchain instance (relayed by UTP abstraction layer).
Once the requests reach the blockchain (via the gateway) a
smart contract is responsible for handling the requests (e.g.,
the bids) and ensuring that data remains secured by using a
combination of on-chain and off-chain storage mechanisms.
In this stage three main operations can be performed:
• Bid creation: In this process, an agent contacts the

blockchain to record a new bid entry (e.g., a proposal). The
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Fig. 5. Nodal voltages and DER dispatches for a simulated market day.

gateway service (which serves as the peer’s entry point) and
the smart contract work together to ensure that the intended
data gets recorded both on-chain and off-chain.

• Bid retrieval: In this process, an agent queries the system
for an existing bid. The gateway service forwards the request
to the smart contract and a full copy of the record along with
its on-chain checksum are returned.

• Bid modification: In this process, an agent contacts the
blockchain to request a bid modification (e.g the DSO).
The gateway service and the smart contract work together
to ensure that both the off-chain data and corresponding
checksums are updated and maintained in sync.

V. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULTS

A. Test system description

The performance of the proposed mechanism is demon-
strated using a modified IEEE 13-bus test feeder [10]. The
modified system assumes specific nodes (shown in Fig. 5)
to have customers with unique load patterns and solar PVs.
For the purposes of this demonstration, all the solar PVs are
selected as DERs and are registered to a single DERA which
enables their market participation.

B. Evaluating Market performance

The operational states of the test system and the market-
cleared DER allocations for a given day are shown in Fig. 5.
The operational voltages are within limits (see Fig. 5) which
is ensured by the DERA-DSO interaction through blockchain
exchanges. Fig. 6 (top) shows the maximum system voltages
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computed by the DSO based on the original DER bids along
with the imposed bid curtailments for all the market intervals.
The ISO market clearing in one such interval is shown in
Fig. 6 (bottom) where the original DERA bids were curtailed
by the DSO to ensure a feasible operation. The use case
illustrates the end-to-end interactions among the grid entities
and demonstrates the platform’s capability of evaluating FERC
order no. 2222 implementations.
C. UTP provided services

Although UTP remains mostly hidden from the blockchain
and grid side (by abstracting many of low-level details), UTP
offers extensive logging capabilities which are demonstrated
by Fig. 7, these capabilities are expected to grow as the project
continues to mature.

D. Blockchain operational details

Based on the observed results (via Splunk), the blockchain
back end is capable of supporting the data demands for the
intended use case. Being typically capable of returning bid
objects in less than 500 ms and storing new bids in less than
5 seconds (due to the architecture, multiple bids can be stored
in the same aggregation period). Furthermore, thanks to Fabric
capabilities, low level details, such as ledger-level and internal
peer DB state access is possible (see Fig 8 as an example).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

BLOSEM UTP aims to develop the first-of-its-kind, rapid,
blockchain-based application deployment and testing platform
for grid applications. As a part of the platform’s capability
demonstration, this work presents a DER integration use
case that facilitates end-to-end interactions to support FERC’s
order no. 2222 implementations by providing secure and scal-
able interconnection capabilities to disparate grid entities via
blockchain. For a proof-of-concept, the framework’s validity
has been demonstrated using the IEEE 13-bus test feeder and
a blockchain based co-simulation framework to coordinate
between DER, DERAs, DSO and ISO agents. This validates
the platform’s capability towards supporting operational grid
needs. Future work aims to expand the use case for a multi-
settlement (day-ahead & real-time) ISO market, and achieve

Fig. 7. A) Splunk-based dashboard, tracking peer-level blockchain metrics
extracted from Prometheus (via [11]); and B) Splunk’s internal event viewer,
demonstrating the logs captured by AWS’ ELB.

Fig. 8. Contents of the hash record stored within couchDB attached to a
particular bid record (via a UID).

integration with hardware-in-the-loop simulators. In addition,
the platform’s capabilities are expected to increase to further
satisfy other operational needs such as measurement, verifica-
tion, and attestation services.
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